Abstract Results are presented from evaluations of radiation dosimeters prior to a NASA high-altitude balloon flight, the RaD-X mission. Four radiation dosimeters were on board RaD-X: a Far West Hawk (version 3), a Teledyne dosimeter (UDOS001), a Liulin dosimeter (MDU 6SA1), and a RaySure dosimeter (version 3b). The Hawk is a tissue-equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) and the others are solid-state Si sensors. The Hawk served as the "flight standard" and was calibrated for this mission. The Si-based dosimeters were tested to make sure they functioned properly prior to flight but were not calibrated for the radiation environment in the stratosphere. The dosimeters were exposed to 60 Co gamma rays and
Introduction
Radiation dosimeters selected for a NASA high-altitude balloon flight (the RaD-X mission) were evaluated using standard radiation sources prior to the mission. Here we describe the dosimeters, the radiation sources, and justification for their selection and present the ground-based measurement results. We also present some preliminary results from measurements in the stratosphere that illustrate how the ground-based measurements are used to interpret the flight data. More extensive discussion of flight measurements are provided in companion papers in this special issue Hands et al., 2016] and are also expected in future publications after further data analysis.
The RaD-X mission was launched 25 September 2015, from Fort Sumner, New Mexico, and was designed in part to provide additional validation of the Nowcast of Atmospheric Ionizing Radiation for Aviation Safety (NAIRAS) model [Mertens et al., 2010 [Mertens et al., , 2012 [Mertens et al., , 2013 . A secondary objective was to evaluate compact, low-cost radiation dosimeters for possible future use as continuous monitors on commercial aircraft. A companion paper describes the Rad-X mission and the science objectives.
Calculated cosmic ray dose-equivalent (H) rates as a function of altitude are illustrated in Figure 1 . Primary galactic cosmic ray (GCR) radiations (protons and heavy ions) interact with the upper atmosphere producing a cascade of secondary radiations including neutrons, electrons, muons, and pions. The maximum dose rate is reached at the Pfotzer maximum (the peak in the ionization rate, which occurs at about 20-25 km altitude), where absorbed dose (D) rates are about 7-10 μGy/h at mid geomagnetic latitudes during solar minimum [National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) Commentary No. 12, 1995] . With quality factors (Q) estimated to be 1. 5-3.3 [O'Brien and Friedberg, 1994; Wilson et al., 1995] , this results in H rates at the Pfotzer maximum on the order of 10 to 30 μSv/h. This compares with H rates at sea level of about 0.03 μSv/h and at commercial airline altitudes (~10 km) of about 5 to 8 μSv/h [NCRP Commentary No. 12, 1995] . event, which can pose a hazard to commercial aircraft [e.g., Langhoff and Straume, 2012] . Latitude and solar cycle provide a smaller (factor of 2) variation in dose rate.
Radiation Dosimeters
Radiation dosimeters selected for the RaD-X mission are (1) a tissue-equivalent proportional counter (TEPC)-the Hawk by Far West Technology, Inc. [Far West Technologies (FWT), 2016; Conroy, 2010] , (2) a Teledyne total ionizing dose (TID) dosimeter [Lindstrom et al., 2011; Tobiska et al., 2015] , (3) a Liulin linear energy transfer (LET) dosimeter [Dachev et al., 2015] , and (4) a RaySure dosimeter [Hands and Dyer, 2009 ]. These instruments are described below and were evaluated by exposing them to ground-based National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable gamma ray and neutron radiation sources to ensure that the instruments were functioning correctly prior to flight. Two TEPCs were calibrated using these sources, one was included onboard RaD-X as a "flight standard" for comparison and the other served as a backup unit.
Far West Tissue-Equivalent Proportional Counter
The TEPC is the de facto instrument for microdosimetry [International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU), 1983] and was selected for the RaD-X mission to serve as a flight standard against which the other dosimeters could be compared. TEPCs have been used for many diverse applications on Earth [e.g., Straume et al., 1991; Lindborg et al., 1999; Gersey et al., 2002; Lindborg and Nikjoo, 2011] and in space, including in the Space Shuttle [e.g., Badhwar et al., 1996] and in the International Space Station (ISS) [e.g., Perez-Nunez and Braby, 2011] , and compact TEPC designs are being developed for deep-space human missions [Straume et al., 2015] .
It is noted that the TEPC can be calibrated for measurements in the stratosphere using commonly available neutron and gamma ray sources. This approach is routinely used to calibrate TEPCs for space, including those placed inside the ISS, where dose rate measurements obtained with the TEPC have been extensively verified by comparing with independent dosimetry and computational modeling methods [e.g., National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements Report 132, 2000; National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements Report 153, 2006] . The standard method is to measure the entire lineal energy (y) spectrum (y is the energy imparted in the TEPC sensitive volume by a single energy deposition event divided by the mean chord length of the spherical detector volume), verify the gas gain using a neutron source to obtain the "proton drop point" (see Figure A2 ), and employ a gamma ray source to extrapolate the y spectrum below the lower level discriminator.
The TEPC procured for the RaD-X mission is the Environmental Radiation Monitor, Model FWAD-3, Hawk version 3.0, manufactured by Far West Technologies (FWT), Inc., Goleta, CA. The Hawk TEPC is the commercial version of the TEPC developed for the Space Shuttle and the ISS [Conroy, 2010] and measures mixed-field radiation environments such as those found in space, at commercial airline altitudes, and in many radiation-producing facilities on Earth. The sensitive volume of the Hawk version 3.0 is a spherical cavity with an inner diameter of 12.57 cm (4.95 inches), which is surrounded by a 0.241 cm tissue-equivalent A-150 plastic wall and filled with tissue-equivalent gas (propane) at a reduced pressure of 7 torr in order to simulate a spherical tissue volume with an effective diameter of 2 μm [FWT, 2016] . The vacuum is within an exterior container composed of 0.127 cm thick Al. The TEPC design enables measurement of the energy deposition of charged particles in simulated tissue spheres with dimensions relevant to cells and organelles [ICRU, 1983; Chang and Kim, 2008] . The charge-produced individual energy deposition events are converted to a voltage pulse and recorded by a 1024-channel multichannel analyzer. This results in a measurement of y, Figure 1 . Cosmic radiation dose-equivalent rate as a function of altitude at 55°N geomagnetic latitude during solar minimum [NCRP, 1995] . Originally reproduced from Reitz [1993] and included here with permission from Oxford University Press.
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which is relatable to linear energy transfer (LET), D, quality factor (Q), and H [ICRU, 1983; International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU), 1986; International Commission on Radiological Protection, 1991]. The y spectrum, D rate, H rate, Q, and dead time are extracted from the Hawk TEPC measurements [Conroy, 2010] .
The Hawk performs well at dose rates from about 1 μSv/h to about 100 μSv/h. Background significantly affects precision below 1 μSv/h and dead time becomes noticeable above 100 μSv/h. The nominal range of y is from about 0.2 keV/μm to 600 keV/μm [Caffrey and Hamby, 2011] . The Hawk encounters noise below 0.2 keV/μm; hence, the lower level discriminator is set not to include pulses in the first two channels, i.e., y below 0.2 keV/μm. Above 600 keV/μm, pulse height saturation can occur in the preamplifier, which would reduce the ability to determine the magnitude of larger energy deposition events.
Teledyne Total Ionizing Dose (TID) Dosimeter
The instrument used here is the UDOS001 commercial class dosimeter manufactured by Teledyne Microelectronic Technologies (http://www.teledynemicro.com/product/radiation-dosimeter). The TID is a compact hybrid microcircuit that measures energy absorbed in a silicon detector. Ionizing radiation liberates free charge within the silicon detector, and the subsequent current pulses are integrated by the internal microcircuit until the integrated total charge equals a single dose quantum of 0.14 μGy [Mazur et al., 2011; Lindstrom et al., 2011] . Once this dose quantum is reached, a counter value is incremented.
The TID integrates the dose absorbed by the silicon detector for energy deposits in the nominal range 100 keV to 15 MeV. The detector thickness is 250 μm. Thus, for charged particle transport perpendicularly (straight line) through the detector, the effective LET range in Si would be 0.4-60 keV/μm (for comparison, it should be noted that the LET in tissue would be substantially lower due to differences in densities and other material properties). The stated dose rate rating with associated integrated error of ±20% is 36 μGy/h to 360 mGy/h [Teledyne Microelectronic Technologies, 2016] .
The Teledyne TID has flown on numerous NASA DC-8 aircraft test flights as part of the Automated Radiation Measurements for Aviation Safety project [Tobiska et al., 2015] , which is funded by the NASA Small Business Innovation Research Program and led by Space Environments Technologies (spacewx.com). The TID dosimeter has also been operating on board the NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter since 2009 [Mazur et al., 2011] .
Liulin Dosimeter
The instrument used here is the Liulin-6SA1 mobile dosimetry unit, which is manufactured at the Space Research and Technology Institute of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences in Sofia [Dachev, 2009 [Dachev, , 2013 Dachev et al., 2015] . The Liulin consists of a silicon semiconductor detector, a charge-sensitive preamplifier, and two microcontrollers. Pulse height analysis is used to measure the energy deposition of charged particles in the detector. The amplitude of the pulses after the preamplifier processing is proportional to the energy deposition in the silicon detector and hence to the dose and LET in silicon by the ratio 240 mV/MeV. These amplitudes are digitized by an analog-to-digital converter and arranged in a 256-channel spectrum in order to provide the energy deposition spectrum. The detectable energy range is reported as 0.0813 MeV to 20.8 MeV [Uchihori et al., 2002] , which would correspond to an effective LET range of 0.27-69.3 keV/um for perpendicular (straight line) transport of charged particles through the 300 μm thick silicon detector. The LET in tissue would be lower. Liulin dosimeters have over a decade of flight heritage on aircraft, balloons, and in space [Stassinopoulos et al., 2002; Spurny and Dachev, 2003; Dachev, 2013; Dachev et al., 2015] .
RaySure Dosimeter
RaySure is a compact and lightweight solid-state monitor that uses a single PIN silicon diode to record charge depositions caused by ionizing radiation passing through the sensitive volume. Pulses are binned according to total energy deposited into 15 channels covering a range from 0.1 to 100 MeV. This corresponds approximately to a stopping power in Si of 0.8 to 800 MeV cm 2 /g. The geometry of the sensitive volume is a disk with a diameter of 25 mm and a thickness of 500 μm. RaySure is a self-contained and stand-alone monitor that has been extensively flown on commercial and private aircraft and calibrated
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at various radiation facilities [Hands and Dyer, 2009] . For the RaD-X project, RaySure was adapted so that power could be supplied externally from the RaD-X payload platform.
Calibration Facility and Sources
Calibration Facility
A standard radiation calibration facility at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) was used to perform the ground-based measurements. This low scatter facility consists of a 12.2 m × 9.1 m × 6 m high concrete shielded room with suspended Al grid flooring to reduce scatter and a heavy shielded interlocked door. The facility was designed to provide precision irradiations for the calibration of personnel dosimeters and environmental dosimeters. To support these operations, the facility maintains a variety of radioactive sources, including gamma and neutron sources. Facility staff operated the sources during our calibrations. We positioned the instruments and acquired the data via our own cables in the control room, or, for the Hawk, data download via removable storage device. Figure 2 shows detector positioning during irradiation. In this case, a TEPC is seen on the movable table on a rail. The location of the source during irradiation is near the top of the vertical Al tube. A linear positioning system provides accurate positioning of the sources to ±1 mm. A sensor is located at the top of the tube to provide confirmation that the source is in the correct position. The dosimeters were placed one at a time on this movable table at the same height as the source. Source-to-detector distance was then measured and exposure performed. Available distances range from 0.5 m to 5 m. A camera is also seen attached to the movable table that permitted monitoring during irradiation as well as remote readout from instrument panels as needed.
Calibration Sources
Several NIST-traceable neutron and gamma ray sources are available at the LLNL calibration facility. Based on dose rate and distance considerations, we determined that two sources would be most suitable for calibrating the TEPCs and provide functional tests for the Si dosimeters: a small 252 Cf fission source (NS120, 2.04 × 10 6 neutrons/s) and a small 60 Co gamma ray source (400608, 0.0187 Ci). The other sources were determined to provide dose rates substantially above those expected during the RaD-X mission resulting in response saturation (dead time) of the TEPC and were therefore not considered further.
Source-to-detector distances for instrument calibration were selected to ensure robust measurement results with dose rates comparable to those expected during the balloon flight, although the spectra of radiation types and energies will not be comparable. Source-to-detector distances were 100 cm from the 252 Cf source and 200 cm from the 60 Co source.
Facility Standard (Benchmark) Measurements
For comparisons with independent standards, the LLNL calibration facility provided contemporary NISTtraceable measurements for the two sources and distances that we selected. These standard measurements for neutrons and gamma rays are listed in Table 1 and were used here to compare the responses of each instrument. These benchmark measurements were made in June 2015 as described below. 
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The neutron energy spectrum was measured using a Rospec spectrometer [Bubble Technology Industries, 2015] at 100 cm from the small 252 Cf source 12-15 June 2015. Rospec-associated software was used to unfold the neutron spectrum and calculate the dosimetric quantities. The exposure duration was 238,000 s and was controlled by Rospec's computer with accuracy of ±1 s. The distance from the source was established by the irradiator's control software with accuracy of ±0.1 cm. Alignment of the Rospec spectrometer with the 252 Cf source was verified using a laser beam. Per manufacturer, the Rospec energy resolution is <10% at 1 MeV, gamma rejection >100:1 and nonlinearity <0.03%. Neutron background was determined to be negligible and was therefore not accounted for in the neutron benchmark dosimetry. In Table 1 The gamma ray dose rate contribution from the 252 Cf source was measured on 3 June 2015. Measurements were made at 100 cm from the source using an Exradin A6 800 cc ion chamber [Standard Imaging, 2008] with Shonka air-equivalent plastic walls (NIST-traceable calibration on 29 October 2014, calibration uncertainty 1.6%) in combination with a Supermax electrometer (NIST-traceable calibration on 28 October 2014, calibration uncertainty 0.2%). NIST-traceable thermometer and barometer were employed. This ion chamber is composed of Teflon and graphite with about 2.5% total hydrogen content. Hence, the neutron response is low; our estimate is not more than 5% of the gamma ray dose rate. Five successive measurements were made and the mean ± SD calculated. The measurement time for each of the five measurements was 300 s. The electrometer was zeroed between measurements to minimize the effect of leakage current on the results. The ion chamber was allowed to stabilize prior to initiating each measurement.
The gamma ray dose rate from the 60 Co source was measured on 3 June 2015. In this case, measurements were made at 200 cm from the source using the Exradin A6 800 cc ion chamber. Five successive measurements were made and results were averaged and SD was calculated. The measurement time for each of the five successive measurements was 120 s. Otherwise, the same procedures were employed as described above for 252 Cf gamma rays. Measurements were corrected for background, temperature, and barometric pressure. [ICRU, 1989] . D is absorbed dose, H is dose equivalent, and H*(10) is ambient dose equivalent. Table 3 and corrected for background and dead time. H = D × Q, where Q was obtained from the measured y spectrum for both neutrons and gammas (see Figure A2 ). H*(10) = H × 1.16 [ICRP, 1997] . Calibration measurements for two TEPCs are listed in Table 2 . TEPC #32 was included on the balloon flight and #33 remained on the ground, although TEPC #33 was on board a supporting aircraft flight [see Mertens et al., 2016] .
The TEPCs provide reproducible results for both background and source-and-distance-specific measurements. At 200 cm from the small 60 Co gamma ray source, both TEPCs provide SDs of about 5% of the mean.
At 100 cm from the 252 Cf source, the SDs are larger (about 10% of the mean). Larger SDs were expected for 252 Cf due to the dose being delivered by a smaller number of large energy deposition events relative to those produced by the 60 Co source. Also, the TEPC performs consecutive 1 min measurements, which are averaged over the exposure duration (typically 30 min or more). Therefore, the SDs are also influenced by the exposure duration (the number of 1 min measurements).
It is noted in Table 2 that TEPC #33 has somewhat lower response than TEPC #32. However, these measurements were conducted about 5 months apart. When the TEPC #32 measurements on 11 August 2014 are adjusted to account for radioactive decay of the sources to 15 January 2015 (the date of the TEPC #33 measurements), the comparisons are 28.45 ± 1.42 μGy/h for 60 Co gamma rays and 4.68 ± 0.52 μGy/h for 252 Cf radiation. These results do not differ significantly from the TEPC #33 measurements of 26.42 ± 1.32 μGy/h for 60 Co gamma rays and 4.83 ± 0.45 μGy/h for 252 Cf radiation. The difference observed in the background measurements is likely due to background variations on different times of the year. Note that the final calibrations and dosimeter intercomparisons are based on TEPC #32, which was the flight unit.
The proton drop points for both Hawks were determined using 252 Cf prior to final calibration to verify that the instruments were operating properly. Both demonstrated proton drop points at y of about 150 keV/μm, which is consistent with the expectation for the TEPC and provides added assurance that the TEPCs were functioning properly.
Measurement results for the TEPCs were converted from the absorbed dose in A150 plastic to absorbed dose in soft tissue using ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients listed in Co gamma rays, we used 1.25 MeV mean energy and for 252 Cf gamma rays we used 0.8 MeV mean energy [Billnert et al., 2013] . As seen in Table 2 , the differences in D rates for A150 plastic and soft tissue are negligible. b Obtained for gamma cutoff at y < 13.5 keV/μm.
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TEPC measurements at 100 cm from the small 252 Cf source were also performed at LLNL with intervening Al and polystyrene shields to provide data for evaluating the radiation-modeling codes used to help interpret the in-flight measurements (for modeling results see Gronoff et al. [2016] ). The flight package was composed of an Al outer container with thickness of 0.635 cm on the sides, 1.25 cm on the bottom, and 0.9525 cm on the top, with an additional 5.08 cm polyethylene surrounding the detectors.
The TEPC measurement results are provided in Table 4 . It is observed that these materials and thicknesses do not appreciably influence D rate from 252 Cf radiation, albeit some (~10%) dose rate reduction is suggested for both gamma rays and neutrons with the thickest Al shields.
Comparing the measured results with preliminary modeling calculations in Figure 3 shows that the gamma ray dose rate contribution is calculated within the measurement uncertainties. However, the calculations for neutrons are consistently lower than the measurements by 20 to 30%. We expect the agreement between calculated and measured dose rates for neutrons will improve as the modeling work continues [Gronoff et al., 2016] .
It is also noted that when the measured dose rates are adjusted to account for radioactive decay of the 252 Cf source between 5 March 2015 and 12 June 2015 (the benchmark date), the results in Table 4 for 252 Cf at 100 cm with no shielding produced D rates of 4.47 ± 0.34 μGy/h total, 2.17 ± 0.20 μGy/h gamma, and 2.29 ± 0.27 μGy/h neutron. These compare well with the results in Table 1 for the benchmark measurements and the results in Table 2 for the TEPC. Again, confirming the reproducibility of the TEPCs.
TID
Results for the Teledyne TID dosimeter are listed in Table 4 with the preliminary modeling calculations in Gronoff et al. [2016] . Error bars are ± SD.
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The uncertainties associated with the TID detector are twofold: difficulties associated with measuring background and sampling uncertainties associated with the quantum steps. The TID increments 0.14 μGy of dose in quantum steps and the low-level output increments 19.5 mV each time the detector registers a quantum step. In a low dose rate background environment, it can take hours before the output registers an increment. Hence, the background level at ground-based facilities is difficult to measure using the TID. Under conditions where exposures are integrated over a relatively brief period of time (e.g., at a calibration facility), dose rates are obtained by computing a numerical derivative from the time series of accumulated dose, which must be sampled at a finite rate. The difficulty is that one can never catch the time increment exactly, which introduces a sampling uncertainty into the calculation of the dose rate. Also, during the LLNL measurements we discovered that the low-level output pin is noisy adding substantially to the uncertainty associated with the TID dosimeter. Hence, our best estimate SD for the TID is about ±30%. It is possible (likely) that these uncertainties would be smaller for applications involving continuous in-flight measurements because sampling errors would be less important for long duration integrated measurements.
Also, the TID provides lower response to 252 Cf radiation than the TEPC. At 100 cm from the 252 Cf source the dose rate measured with the TID is 3.11 ± 0.96 μGy/h. Subtracting the background of 0.42 μGy/h results in a net measurement of 2.69 ± 0.83 μGy/h in Si, which converts (as described below) to 2.97 ± 0.92 μGy/h in soft tissue. For comparison, the TEPC measured 5.09 ± 0.57 μGy/h on 11 August 2014.
TID measurement results were converted from absorbed dose in Si to absorbed dose in International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) soft tissue using the ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients (Table 3) . A mean energy of 1.25 MeV was used for 60 Co gamma rays and a mean energy of 0.8 MeV was used for 252 Cf gamma rays [Billnert et al., 2013] . Any possible neutron response in the Si was not considered when converting the 252 Cf measurements to soft tissue.
As discussed above, the response of the TID dosimeter to background (no source) could not be measured. The background response was therefore estimated here by scaling to Liulin, which is also a Si-based sensor. However, even if this background estimate is incorrect by a factor of 2, it would not significantly impact our interpretation of the 60 Co gamma ray results but could have a larger impact on the 252 Cf results.
Liulin
Results for the Liulin dosimeter are listed in Table 6 . These measurements were conducted on August 11, 2014. The mean absorbed dose rate measured at 200 cm from the 60 Co source was 42.98 ± 0.85 μGy/h. Subtracting a background of 0.52 ± 0.12 μGy/h results in 42.46 ± 0.86 μGy/h. Converting this measurement in Si to absorbed dose in ICRU soft tissue results in 47.04 ± 0.93 μGy/h. This is substantially higher than observed with TEPC #32 on the same date of 30.14 ± 1.51 μGy/h and is clearly outside the apparent statistical variability of these instruments. It should be noted that the large overresponse of the Liulin observed during ground-based exposure to 60 Co gamma rays was also seen in flight (see Table 9 and section 7) which indicates that this Liulin has a substantial overresponse to low LET radiation. It is also noteworthy that the low LET component of the spectrum in flight appears to be consistent with the Compton spectrum from 60 Co gamma rays, which may explain the reason for the similar overresponse (section 7).
For 252 Cf radiation, the Liulin provides substantially lower response than the TEPC. At 100 cm from the source, the Liulin measured 3.35 ± 0.27 μGy/h. Subtracting a background of 0.52 ± 0.12 μGy/h results in Cf measurements, estimated as described in text. Conversion from absorbed dose measured in Si to absorbed dose in soft tissue was performed using ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients from Table 3 .
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an absorbed dose rate in Si of 2.83 ± 0.25 μGy/h. Converting to absorbed dose rate in ICRU soft tissue results in 3.14 ± 0.28 μGy/h. This is lower than observed with the TEPC of 5.09 ± 0.57 μGy/h measured on the same date.
RaySure
Calibration measurements for the RaySure dosimeter are listed in Table 7 . These measurements were conducted on 11 August 2014. The mean absorbed dose rate measured at 200 cm from the 60 Co gamma ray source was 26.94 ± 6.3 μGy/h. Subtracting a background of 0.24 ± 0.09 μGy/h results in 26.7 ± 6.3 μGy/h. Converting to absorbed dose rate in ICRU soft tissue results in 29.6 ± 7.0 μGy/h. This does not differ significantly from that observed with TEPC #32 on the same date of 30.14 ± 0.33 μGy/h, albeit the measurement uncertainty is larger for the RaySure because it includes a systematic uncertainty related to the width of the energy deposition channels. We believe this is quite conservative but justified.
For 252 Cf radiation, the RaySure provides substantially lower response than the TEPCs. At 100 cm from the source, the RaySure measured 1.6 ± 0.5 μGy/h, which is substantially lower than the TEPC and also lower than observed for the other two Si-based dosimeters. The difference between the Si-based detectors is likely due to detection thresholds. RaySure has a high detection threshold of 100 keV because it has a large sensitive area. Both the gammas and neutrons from 252 Cf impart only a fraction of their (already low) energy to the silicon and hence both will be undermeasured by RaySure. It is noted that RaySure correctly measured the 60 Co gamma ray dose as seen in Table 8 . Hence, only the 60 Co gamma ray results were converted to dose in tissue (Table 7 ) using the ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients ( 252 Cf may result from the lower energy components of the 252 Cf fission spectrum, either neutrons, gammas, or both. Due to its relatively high minimum energy deposition threshold, RaySure is not well suited to, and was not designed for, such a low-energy environment. However, in the higher-energy atmospheric radiation environment, comparisons between RaySure and TEPC data are far more favorable. This is discussed further in a companion paper [Hands et al., 2016] .
Comparisons With Benchmark
The dosimeter calibration measurements are compared with the facility benchmark measurements in Table 8 . For intercomparison, our dosimeter results were adjusted for radioactive decay to coincide Table 3 ). Background has been subtracted. Conversion from absorbed dose measured in Si to absorbed dose in soft tissue was performed using ratio of mass energy absorption coefficients in Table 3. b For 252 Cf radiation, the conversion to D Tissue is not considered meaningful as described in text.
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with the benchmark measurement dates. For 60 Co the adjustment was straightforward using the halflife of 5.27 years. However, for Cf the changing half-life with the age of the source required determination of a half-life suitable for the period between the calibration measurements and the benchmark measurements, i.e., during the period between August 2014 and June 2015. For this period, the best estimate half-life for the small Cf source is 3.55 years. The changing (increasing) half-life with time for this Cf source is illustrated in Figure A2 . The source was 30.79 years old in 12 June 2015, and Figure A2 shows that only three isotopes contributed significantly to the neutron emission rate at that time, i.e., 250 Cf (28%), 252 Cf (67%), and 248 Cm (5%). Table 8 provides intercomparisons of D rates based on absorption in soft tissue. It is observed that for 60 Co gamma rays, the TEPC, TID, and RaySure compare reasonably well with the benchmark. The Liulin responds higher than the benchmark measurement and the other dosimeters.
For 252 Cf radiation, the TEPC is in excellent agreement with the benchmark, i.e., does not differ significantly. The gamma D rate was obtained for the TEPC by evaluating the y spectrum below 13.5 keV/μm and the neutron D rate was obtained by subtracting the gamma D rate from the total measured D rate.
It is seen in Table 8 that the Si-based dosimeters (TID, Liulin, and RaySure) underrespond to the 252 Cf radiation. The total D rate from 252 Cf measured by the TID and Liulin appears to agree with the 252 Cf gamma ray D rate only. The RaySure response to Cf radiation is lower than observed for the TID and Liulin (see section 5.4 for a discussion on the RaySure response). Based on these measurements, it is not clear whether this is due to low sensitivity to neutrons by the Si detectors, some other response relationship peculiar to the mixed neutron/gamma 252 Cf radiation, or a combination of these. Table 8 also provides dosimeter-to-benchmark ratios for the four flight dosimeters. For 60 Co gamma rays, the means for the TEPC, TID, and RaySure are À16%, +7%, and À18% compared with the benchmark, respectively. The 16% underresponse of the TEPC is most likely due to the y distribution of 60 Co gamma rays extending to the lower channels where the lower level discriminator (LLD) is used to limit noise. The LLD was set to eliminate pulses in the first two channels (y = 0-0.1 and 0.1-0.2 keV/μm), which would contain some pulses from the higher-energy portion of Compton electrons produced by 60 Co gamma ray interactions in the detector. The mean for Liulin is 31% higher than the benchmark, which is not explainable based on the measurement SDs, but appears to be reproducible with this Liulin dosimeter as it was also observed in flight (see section 7 and Table 9 ).
For 252 Cf radiation, only the TEPC provides results comparable to the benchmark. The dose rates measured with the TEPC do not differ significantly from the LLNL benchmark measurements.
Dosimeter-to-benchmark ratios for H and H*(10) were also obtained (not listed in Table 8 ). For intercomparison, our dosimeter results were adjusted to account for radioactive decay to coincide with the benchmark measurement dates. For 60 Co gamma rays, the dosimeter-to-benchmark ratios for H and H*(10) are essentially identical to those obtained for D in Table 8 because Q = 1 and a constant factor of 1.16 [ICRP, 1997] is used to convert from H to H*(10). i.e., TEPC-to-benchmark ratio of 0.90 ± 0.14.
Initial Evaluation of Flight Results Based On the TEPC Data
As discussed in section 2.1, a ground-based calibrated TEPC served as the "flight standard" and provided a means to interpret the TEPC measurements in flight, as well as a way to compare responses from the Si-based dosimeters in flight with a calibrated in-flight standard, recognizing that there are limitations to such comparisons. Here we provide some examples of how the results from the calibrated TEPC can be used to analyze the flight data. More extensive results and discussion of the flight data are presented in companion papers in this special issue Hands et al., 2016; Gronoff et al., 2016] and will also be provided in follow-on publications as the flight data are analyzed further.
Lineal energy spectra measured during flight by the TEPC are shown in Figure 4 for two barometric altitudes. Region A is at a barometric altitude range of 21-27 km (24.3 km mean) and Region B is at >32 km (36.7 km mean). These spectra were obtained at low gain, which permits observation of y from the high-LET components of the radiation field.
It is observed that the lineal energy spectra in Figure 4 are similar for the two altitudes at y less than about 75 keV/μm, but region B has substantially more counts at larger y. This can be seen more clearly when plotting the ratio of B/A against y ( Figure 5 ). The ratio of counts is close to unity below about 75 keV/μm. The additional counts above 100 keV/μm in Region B compared with Region A is also observed in Figure 14 of Mertens et al. [2016] . These observations are consistent with results in Figure 12 of Reitz [1993] demonstrating that the flux from heavy ions (Z = 6 to 28) is strongly dependent on atmospheric depth at the altitudes considered here, and we should therefore expect more large y events in B (atmospheric depth 5 g/cm 2 ) than in A (30 g/cm 2 ).
The low LET response (obtained at high gain) is illustrated in Figure 6a .
Here we plot the y spectra below 10 keV/μm for regions A and B and 
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compare them with the y spectrum for 60 Co gamma rays measured at LLNL during our calibrations of the same TEPC. It is observed that regions A and B provide similar y spectra in the low LET region, albeit region A exhibits somewhat more low LET events.
Interestingly, it is observed that the y spectrum measured for 60 Co gamma rays is similar to those observed in both Regions A and B below about 7 keV/μm, which would include most y values associated with the Compton electrons from 60 Co gamma rays.
This can be seen more clearly in Figure 6b . Here the y spectra measured in flight using TEPC #32 at two altitudes are compared with the y spectrum for 60 Co gamma rays measured using TEPC #32 on the ground. Ratios are counts measured in flight in regions A and B divided by counts measured with 60 Co gamma rays on the ground. Although there are more low LET events in Region A than in B, the ratios are nearly constant below about 7 keV/μm at both altitudes suggesting that Compton electrons produced by 60 Co gamma rays may be a reasonable proxy for the low LET component encountered at these altitudes.
Dose rates measured in flight with the TEPC in Regions A and B are compared in Table 9 with those obtained from the Liulin dosimeter. It is observed that the Liulin overresponds at all three altitudes. Also, the overresponse is consistent with that observed during ground-based calibrations to 60 Co gamma rays (Table 8 ). This suggests that the high response of the Liulin observed during groundbased calibrations was real and reproducible and continued during the flight measurements. It is not clear, however, whether this is an inherent problem with the Liulin or this resulted from problems with this particular device during the measurement campaign. More comparisons of the dosimetry results during flight are provided in Mertens et al. [2016] ; additional refinements and interpretations are expected as the data are analyzed further.
Conclusions
Four dosimeters on the RaD-X balloon flight mission, and one on the ground, were evaluated at LLNL using NIST-traceable 60 Co and 252 Cf radiation sources. Although these sources do not simulate the radiation environment in the stratosphere, they are appropriate for calibration of the TEPC and provide functional tests for the Si based dosimeters. Standard "benchmark" measurements were also performed contemporaneously for these sources by LLNL calibration facility personnel at the same positions and distances used to evaluate the dosimeters.
For 60 Co gamma rays, comparisons with the benchmark determined that the means obtained for the TEPC, TID, Liulin, and RaySure were À16%, +7%, +31%, and À18% of the benchmark, respectively. 
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Except for the Liulin, the dosimeters agreed reasonably well with each other and with the benchmark. The 31% overresponse to 60 Co gamma rays observed with the Liulin is substantially larger than can be explained based on the standard deviation of the measurements (the overresponse was also observed in flight, see below). TEPC-based evaluations of flight data show larger average LET (more large y events) at 36.7 km than at 24.3 km. Based on available published data, the additional large y events at 36.7 km (Region B) compared with 24.3 km (Region A) are expected to be primarily from heavy ions (Z = 6-28). Modeling is underway to characterize the RaD-X radiation environment.
Comparing the y distribution measured with the TEPC for 60 Co gamma rays with those obtained with the same TEPC in flight suggests that the Compton electrons produced by 60 Co gamma rays may be a reasonable proxy for the low LET radiation component encountered in the stratosphere. This could be useful information for ground-based calibration.
Finally, the flight results permitted evaluation of the overresponse observed for the Liulin during the ground-based exposures. The overresponse was observed in flight as well indicating that this instrument responds about 30% too high to low LET radiation, in this case to 60 Co gamma rays and to the low LET component of the radiation environment in the stratosphere, which provide similar y spectra in the Compton region and could therefore possibly explain the similar overresponses observed on the ground and in the stratosphere.
Appendix A
Provided in Appendix A are a y spectrum measured with the TEPC at 100 cm from the small Cf source at LLNL ( Figure A1 ) and the isotope-specific neutron emission rates as a function of time since this source was produced ( Figure A2 ). a Converted from dose rate in Si to water equivalent using multiplicative ratio of 1.33 for GCR spectrum [Schwadron et al., 2012] . Figure A1 . Lineal energy (y) spectrum for 252 Cf measured with the TEPC at 100 cm from the small 252 Cf source. The ordinate axis is the product of y and d(y), i.e., the fraction of dose delivered between y and y + dy. It is observed that the 252 Cf fission neutrons contribute to yd(y), and therefore to the neutron dose rate, between lineal energies of about 13.5 keV/μm and 150 keV/μm. Below about 10 keV/μm the 252 Cf fission gamma rays together with gamma rays produced in the air and in the heavy room shielding dominate. A sharp decline in yd(y) is observed at about 150 keV/μm. This is the "proton drop point," which occurs at about 150 keV/μm regardless of the incident neutron energy and is therefore used in the calibration of the TEPC. The few events above 150 keV/μm are primarily due to carbon recoil nuclei. Cf source, which provided the neutron energy spectrum, the neutron tissue-kerma (D) rate, the neutron dose-equivalent (H) rate, and the ambient neutron dose-equivalent [H*(10)] rate. We also thank Richard Wilkins for helping with the RaySure and James Rosenthal for his help with the Teledyne dosimeter during the LLNL calibrations. The author (TS) thanks Leslie Braby for his very helpful comments and suggestions during the preparation of this manuscript. We acknowledge the support from the NASA Langley Research Center, which provided civil servant labor costs for the Langley participants and contributed to costs associated with the LLNL calibration facility and travel for those participating in the dosimeter calibration campaign. The Langley Science Directorate contributed to the procurement of the science instruments. We also acknowledge the support from the NASA Ames Research Center, Space Biosciences Division, and the NASA Ames Science Director, Michael Bicay, who enthusiastically supported this effort. The authors acknowledge the support from the NASA Science Mission Directorate under the Hands-On Project Experience (HOPE-4) opportunity, which was the principal source of funding for the RaD-X balloon flight mission. Data supporting the results in this paper may be obtained by contacting Straume.
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